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Ruggero Maria Santilli (born September 8, 1935) is an Italo-American nuclear physicist. Mainstream scientists dismiss his theories as fringe science, which ...
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The Continuing Stupidity of Ruggero Santilli - Pepijn van Erp
www.pepijnvanerp.nl/2016/02/the-continuing-stupidity-of-ruggero-santilli/
Feb 6, 2016 - Recently the following YouTube video of Thunder Energies Corporation, a company of fringe scientist Ruggero Santilli, has gotten quite some ...

Finding JV Kadeisvili - or Mailing with Ruggero M Santilli - Pepijn van ...
www.pepijnvanerp.nl/.../finding-jerdsey-v-kadeisvili-or-mailing-with-ruggero-m-santi...
Ruggero Santilli is a fascinating person. Once a scientist with an apparent normal career, now a fringe scientist running his own 'scientific' institute, publisher of ...

Company - Thunder Energies Corporation
Dr. Ruggero Santilli was born and educated in Italy where he achieved his Ph.D., the highest possible education in mathematics and physics, as well as a chair ...
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